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Featuring the unsettled ground of 

innovation
• Global scene in which innovation takes place

– changing global environment : growing inequalities across countries

– Current economic downturn

– Innovation as creative ways to solve problems

• Theory
– Persistent instability as a driver of change a re

– Heterogeneity rather than uniformity is what matters

– Innovation and structural change are mutually determined

– Knowledge is not in equilibrium and depends on instability

– Innovation is a market based phenomenon (innovation is in the 
business of solving problems)– generates various paths

– One size does not fit all, across countries and also for each country over 
time (and sectors)

– Coexistence of various innovation systems

– Components of the innovation systems (ecology) and the linkages



Recurrent themes
• How can we develop solutions that acknowledge heterogeneity and 

diversity as drivers of positive change?

• How can we achieve policy coherence in order to drive innovation?

• How do we practically address the cross-cutting nature of 
innovation?

• How can we deal with existing and emerging bottlenecks affecting 
innovation?

• How do we encourage human resource development in a context 
where there are formal and informal dimensions?

• How can we learn from other experiences given the heterogeneity 
that characterises innovation?

• How do we protect and exploit indigenous knowledge?

• How to energize a local community of entrepreneurs?

• Identification: how do we turn the unknown into the know?



Challenges for policy-makers

• Innovation policy needs to include other policies that are not necessarily 
related to technology but to development strategy –MDG, poverty reduction 
– this type of problem-solving is a multidisciplinary approach

• Identifying DIRECTIONS for innovation – vision, strategy.
– Importance of developing local strategies with a global vision

• Promoting innovation strategies that recognise VALUE and IMPACT beyond 
financial returns (such as social and environmental value)

– Informal economy (duality of economies in DCs we cannot restrict to look at 
formal aspects of innovation)

– Building innovation competencies – formal education + learning within business 
enterprises + policy-making skills

• Linkages of knowledge systems and commercialisation of knowledge in 
developing countries very weak (governments can also help create markets 
i.e. Thailand)

• It’s about generating frameworks from which winners emerge rather than 
picking the winners



Challenges for the international 

community/donors
• Getting innovation at the centre of the agenda

– Coordination of efforts in fostering innovation

• Strengthening local partnerships and international linkages
– Important to identify local players with relevant knowledge (innovations 

below the radar, local NGOs, etc)

• Examples of engagement of foreign private sector with local 
actors in converting knowledge into value (from MNCs to rural 
communities)
– Effective knowledge transfer needs to be matched with local domestic 

efforts (competency building)

• Rather than transferring knowledge is about joint learning –
reciprocal learning, bidirectional -- (experimenting together to solve 
out local problems)

• Ensuring that positive diffusion of foreign knowledge for 
developing countries -- Linking issues of FDI and IPRs, FDI and 
transfer of capabilities



Challenges for the research 

community
• Facilitating the identification of VALUE

– Providing evidence-based advice

– Case studies, developing metrics for issues characteristic of developing 
countries

– More about informal/unrecorded/incremental innovations need to be 
discussed

– Role of users in providing feedback and even leading innovation

• Facilitating shaping DIRECTIONS
– Packaging information  in a  comprehensive way that can feed into 

policy making – information/knowledge brokers

– Adapt our terminology to fit into various dimensions of development –
innovation as cross cutting issue

• First steps on fostering transparency and engaging stakeholders in 
dialogue on policy issues from an early stage – bottom up approach
– Include gender dimension in innovation-related research
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